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RHT power is a high-tech enterprise with more than 20 years experience in 
power industry, specialize in high-frequency switch power supply modules and 
power systems. We are a manufacturer of core components for DC power 
supplies and a comprehensive solution provider for high-power DC power 
supply systems.

After years of development, RHT power gained a high reputation in the 
industry, obtained national high-tech enterprise qualifications. Our customers 
include some listed companies in China, and the products have been applied 
to multiple national key construction projects.

As the company's business continues to grow and expand, its subsidiary 
PUFA POWER was established, mainly specialize in energy storage system, 
inverters, EV chargers, etc.

We work closely with customers from all over the world, and we are committed 
to providing personalized solutions that meet their specific needs. Our team of 
experts is always available to provide technical support and assistance to 
ensure that our customers get the most out of our products.



Railway system:

Xihe Railway
Jiaoxin Railway
Yuehai Railway
Yutie Railway

Our products have been widely applied in various fields

Wind and solar power projects::

Gansu Jinchang 20MWp Power Station
Xinyi Jinzhai 150MWp Power Station
Qingdao Chengsheng Solar Town 20MWp Power Station
Ningxia Hongshibao Dahexiang 10MWp Power Station

Port and aviation engineering:

Qingdao Port Crude Oil Terminal
Shenzhen Chiwan Container Terminal
Bao'an International Airport
CNOOC Zhuhai Deepwater Offshore 
Engineering Project

Firepower and hydraulic engineering:

Guangxi Bagong Hydroelectric 
Power Station
Shenzhen Mawan Power Plant
Wuhan Guodingshan Power Plant
Ningyang Thermal Power Plant

Other projects:

Shenzhen Xixiang Wastewater 
Treatment Plant
Ningxia Huaxia Iron and Steel 330KV 
Substation
Guangxi Nannan Aluminum Industry
Shandong Huangjin Gold Mine





With over a decade of experience, our company has developed a strong 
expertise in power supply manufacturing, ensuring quality and reliability in 
our products

We have a diverse product line that can meet the different product needs 
of our customers

We have an experienced R&D team that can meet our customers' various 
customization needs

We have a well-established quality control process, ensure that our products 
consistently meet the highest standards of quality, reliability, and customer 
satisfaction





Structural engineers Microcontroller engineer Project Engineer Hardware engineer

Software engineerTest Engineer 3D designer Layout engineer

Pressional 
Experienced

OEM/ODM 
Reliable Quality





ATE test Over-charge/Discharge Test Basic Interface Test Aging Test

High/low Temperature TestVibration Test Droping Test Tumbling Barrel Test



Hot Selling



CP300  PORTABLE POWER STATION



CP500  PORTABLE POWER STATION



BP1500  



BP2400  



CP3000  



CP5000  


